Installation instructions for Kerabit Dual
Read the instructions carefully before
installation.

General information
Suitable underlays include tongue-and-groove
roofboards or other building board suited for the
purpose, such as Kerabit OSB. The roof slope must
be at least 1:20 (approx. 3°) and the balcony slope
must be 1:80 (approx. 0.7°).
The installation temperature must be over +10 °C,
with the membranes at room temperature. Open
the rolls of membrane in advance to allow them to
straighten out and prevent bumps in the finished
roofing. The warmer it is, the faster the membranes
straighten out. Ensure that the membranes are
bonded to the underlay and to each other. Where
necessary, you can gently warm the adhesive
surface of the membrane using a hot air blower.

Tools and implements
Measurement tape, carpet knife (hook and straight
blades), hammer, felt nails, sealant applicator gun,
stopping knife and plate shears.

Kerabit Dual on the roof
Kerabit Dual is installed on the roof in a vertical
direction.
If the roof has a valley or a mitre-cut, start from
there. Install a Kerabit 2500 UB underlay membrane
to the bottom of the valley. The underlay membrane
is attached by gluing the whole area with Kerabit
sealing adhesive (a layer of glue approx. 1 mm
thick). Install the metal flashing to the eave. Ensure
that the flashing joints overlap by a maximum of 3
cm, and attach them by nailing them in place at 10
cm intervals in a zigzag pattern.
On top of the underlay membrane, attach a Kerabit
valley underlay the same colour as the roofing with
adhesive on the bottom, and nail it at the edges at
10 cm intervals.
The eave flashing is installed next. The flashing
is fixed using a 10-centimetre wide zigzag nailing
pattern. The flashing extension joints must overlap
each other by 3 cm.
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Install the Dual membrane according to the
instructions and overlap it by 200 mm over the
valley underlay. Use sealing adhesive to glue the
overlap.
There are two possible methods for making the side
eaves of the roof, see images 1 a and b.

Cut the Dual membrane along the line dividing the
adhesive and granulated surfaces into two pieces
the same length as the roof section. If the length of
the roll is not enough, take account of the +15 cm/
pcs overlap in dimensioning the membranes. The
piece with the adhesive surface will be the starting
strip and the granulated one will be the end strip.
Start installing the membrane at the eave and align
the starting strip with the outer edge of the roof.
Roll the aligned strip from the eave back to halfway
along the roof. Spread a 1 mm layer of sealing
adhesive on the drip edge along the width of the
strip. Make a traversal cut to the silicone film on
the back. Roll out the strip while simultaneously
removing the film, and press the strip to attach it
evenly to the underlay and the drip edge. Install the
other end of the strip in the same way.
Turn the plastic film covering the starting strip
back and set the side eave drip edge on top of the
adhesive surface of the starting strip. Nail the drip
edge to the roof structure in a zigzag pattern at 15
cm intervals. Turn the plastic film back.
Align the membrane with the lower and side edges
on top of the starting strip. Roll up the aligned
membrane halfway back from the eave. Spread an
approx. 1 mm layer of sealing adhesive on the drip
edge over a width of 50 cm. Make a traversal cut
to the silicone film on the outer side of the starting
strip, and then remove the film for the visible part.
Nail the starting strip to the roof structure at the
edge at 15 cm intervals in a zigzag pattern. Make
a traversal cut to the silicone film on the back
of the membrane. Roll out the membrane while
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simultaneously removing the film and press the
membrane to attach it evenly to the starting strip
and the drip edge. Install the other end of the
membrane in the same way.
Align the next membrane strip on top of the
adhesive surface of the previous strip so that
the granulated surfaces meet. Repeat the same
procedure with each strip
until you reach the other side of the roof. Depending
on excessive width, the last strip can be cut to fit the
edge of the eaves before or after installing the strip.
Turn the plastic film covering the adhesive surface
back, set the side eave drip edge on top of the
adhesive surface of the starting strip and nail the
edge to the roof structure at 15 cm intervals in a
zigzag pattern. Turn the plastic film back. The last
strip to be installed is always the end strip with the
granulated surface. Do not nail the last strip!

goes over the edge and nail it to the outer edge of
the triangular fillet.
Align the next membrane strip on top of the
adhesive surface of the previous strip so that
the granulated surfaces meet. Repeat the same
procedure with each strip
until you reach the other side of the roof.
Depending on excessive width, the last strip can be
cut to fit the top edge of the triangular fillet before or
after installing the strip.
Overlap the end strip by 5 cm over the ridge of the
triangular fillet and nail it to the outer edge of the
triangular fillet.
Finish with installing the bargeboard, which is
attached to the outer edge of the triangular fillet with
screws. The boards overlap by 3 cm.

Lead-throughs

Attach triangular fillets to the side edges. Align
the starting strip in line with the top edge of the
triangular fillet. Roll up the aligned strip halfway
back from the eave. Spread a 1 mm layer of sealing
adhesive on the drip edge along the width of the
strip. Make a traversal cut to the silicone film on
the back. Roll out the strip while simultaneously
removing the film and press the strip to attach it
evenly to the underlay and the drip edge. Install the
other end of the strip in the same way. Nail the strip
to the triangular fillet at the edge.
Align the membrane on top of the starting strip 5
cm over the ridge of the triangular fillet. Roll up the
aligned membrane halfway back from the eave.
Spread an approx. 1 mm layer of sealing adhesive
on the drip edge over a width of 50 cm. Make a
traversal cut to the silicone film on the outer side
of the starting strip, and then remove the film for
the visible part. Nail the strip to the roof structure
at the edge at 15 cm intervals in a zigzag pattern.
Make a traversal cut to the silicone film on the
back of the membrane. Roll out the membrane
while simultaneously removing the film and press
the membrane to attach it evenly to the starting
strip and the drip edge. Install the other end of the
membrane in the same way. Fold the section that
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2)

Chimney or other large lead-through
Install a triangular fillet to the base of a chimney
or other type of large roof lead-through to reduce
the angle. On the sides of and below the leadthrough, install the membrane on the top edge of
the triangular fillet. The membrane above the leadthrough will only be installed after the chimney leadthrough has been finished as shown in image 2.
Cut upturned pieces for the base of the lead-through
from Kerabit valley underlay or Kerabit 10+ following
the patterns next page.
Lift up the pieces to a height of 30 cm against
the sides of the lead-through. Overlap the strips
of underlay around and on the sides of the leadthrough to position them over the top membrane,
while above the lead-through, the strips should go
under the top membrane by at least 15 cm. Glue
the pieces throughout to the lead-through and
the top membrane. The upturned pieces must be
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secured by nailing. Ensure the fastening of the top
membrane positioned above the lead-through by
using sealing adhesive. Finally, the lead-through
is protected with flashing that prevents water
from entering between the lead-through and the
membrane.
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Round lead-throughs
The easiest method to seal lead-throughs with a
round shape is by using pre-shaped ready-to-use
sealing products. Spread adhesive to the underlay
on the area of the seal collar, install the lead-through
seal and nail the collar to the roof structure. Cut
Dual at 10–15 cm from the edge of the lead-through
collar. Cut a piece of Dual approximately one metre
long, and cut a hole the size of the lower section
of the lead-through seal into it. When sizing the
location of the hole, note that the piece overlaps
the installed Dual by 150 mm. Spread glue on the
seal collar and the granulated surface of the overlap
area and set the piece on top of the collar. Overlap
the next membrane by 150 mm on top of the piece
above the lead-through seal and glue the extension
at the granulated surface using sealing adhesive.
Do not nail the membrane at the lead-through collar.
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Chimneys in log buildings
Insulating the chimneys of log buildings: Construct
a plywood collar at least 40 cm in height around the
chimney and attach it to the roof structure using a
triangular fillet. Cut upturned pieces for the base
of the lead-through from Kerabit valley underlay
or Kerabit 10+ following the patterns below. Lift up
the pieces to a height of 30 cm against the sides
of the lead-through. Do not attach anything to the
chimney (be sure to leave a gap of more than 10
mm between the chimney and other structures to
allow for settling). Leave a gap of at least 50 mm on
the ridge-side of the chimney for roof structures that
may be subject to sliding loads. Cover the section
of the chimney above the roof with flashing and
protect the top of the chimney using, for example,
an impermeable reinforced sloping concrete slab
and/or flashing.
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When you reach the lead-through the next time, cut
off the membrane so that its top end reaches 15 cm
above the lead-through. Make a cut into the end of
the membrane and cut a hole the size of the seal.
Press the end of the membrane on top of the collar
(see the picture next page).
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Continue with the next membrane so that the bottom
end of the membrane reaches halfway on the seal.
Cut off a piece at the seal as shown in the image.
Glue the overlap carefully at the granulated surface,
and seal the joint between the membrane and the
lead-through with sealing adhesive.

Continue with the next membrane so that the bottom
end of the membrane reaches to the middle of the
seal. Cut off a piece at the seal as shown in the
image. Glue the overlap carefully at the granulated
surface, and seal the joint between the membrane
and the lead-through with sealing adhesive.
When the lead-through hole is located at
a maximum of 50 mm from the edge of the
membrane or partially at the edge of the
membrane, the installation can be done as
follows: make a cut into the side of the membrane
and cut a hole the size of the seal. Spread glue on
the seal collar and install the membrane.
Continue the installation until the next time you
reach the lead-through. Cut the membrane so that
its top end reaches 15 cm above the lead-through.
Make a cut at the end of the membrane and cut
a hole the size of the seal. Press the end of the
membrane on top of the collar.
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Ridge
The membranes at the other roof section are cut
at the ridge and the top end is nailed. The ends
of the membranes on the second roof section are
turned over the ridge by 20 cm and nailed on top of
the membranes on the opposite roof section at the
adhesive surface.
Top edge of a pitched roof
Install a diagonally cut 50 x 50 mm triangular fillet
to the top edge of the pitched roof. The side eaves
are installed as shown in option 1 b. Kerabit Dual is
installed on top of the triangular fillet at the top edge,
folded over the fillet and nailed to the outer edge of
the fillet. Finish with installing the bargeboard, which
is attached to the outer edge of the triangular fillet
with screws. The boards overlap by 3 cm.
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Kerabit Dual on a balcony

Measure the balcony from front edge to back wall
and add 30 cm to the measurement for the upturned
piece. Cut the required number of strips from Dual
according to the measurement. NOTE! The balcony
is constructed without joints in the membranes.
A large balcony or roof terrace is always constructed
based on low-slope bitumen roofing, using either
weldable products or products glued with molten
bitumen: for example, Kerabit 3000 U or 3000 UTL
as the underlay membrane and Kerabit 5100 T as
the top membrane.
Start the installation by fixing the triangular fillet(s) at
the joint of the balcony floor and the wall(s).
Cut the drip edge as shown in the image, put it in
place and fold the corner of the board against the
side of the triangular fillet.

Align the starting strip with the balcony edge so
that there is a 30 cm upturned section on the walls
(the part with the cut is used at the corner of the
balcony). Apply Kerabit sealing adhesive on the drip
edge along the width of the strip, glue the strip to the
drip edge and the underlay and glue the upturned
pieces to the walls. Seal the corner with Kerabit
sealing adhesive. Continue the installation using
full lengths until you reach the edge of the balcony;
see instructions at the section concerning Dual on
roofs. If necessary, cut the last strip to a suitable
width and remove a 30 cm x 30 cm piece from the
corner. When the installation of the membranes
is complete, seal the corners neatly with Kerabit
sealing adhesive.
Fix the wall overlap with felt nails at 10 cm intervals
at a distance of approximately 2 cm from the top
edge of the membrane. Finish the installation by
covering the membrane’s top edge with a steel-plate
skirting, unless wall panelling will cover the edge.
Where there is a door opening, cut the top edge at
the level of the threshold.
For the foot of the balcony’s guardrail post, make a
cut in the membrane with the adhesive surface from
the edge of the membrane to the corner of the post,
and remove a piece of the membrane corresponding
to the size of the post. Use a stopping knife to
apply the Kerabit sealing adhesive to an area of
approximately 10 cm around the post. Then press
the membrane firmly to the underlay.
Make a cut into the granulated surface from the
membrane’s edge to the foot of the post (a different
corner of the post from the cut on the adhesive
section), and remove the area corresponding to the
size of the post.
Apply sealing adhesive to the foot of the guardrail
post, and then press the membranes together. Finish
off the installation by applying sealing adhesive to
the seam of the hole for the post.
If you mount the guardrail posts onto a completed
bitumen membrane installation, remember to apply
sealing adhesive to the mounting holes.

Nail the drip edge to the structure in a zigzag pattern
at 10 cm intervals. The drip edge extension joints
must overlap each other by 3 cm.

See the pictures next page.

Cut one length of Dual in two along the edge of
the granulated surface. The strip with the adhesive
surface will be the starting strip and the granulated
one will be the end strip. Cut off a piece 30 cm x 30
cm from the corner of the starting strip.
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